GOVERNMENT COMPLETES THE WORK OF NEW WATER SUPPLY SCHEME

Panaji, December 15, 2017
Agrahayana 24, 1939

Office of the Executive Engineer PWD-III (PHE-N), PWD has informed that the Government has completed a new water supply scheme to supply water to the residents of Kadamba Plateau viz. the construction of 2 sumps of 2000 m3 each and 2 overheads reservoir of 650 m3 each along with conveying main, feeder and distribution pipelines.

However, due to work National Highway at Kadamba Plateau, alignment of the conveying main has altered and the work of relaying has commenced. Also Opa Water Treatment Plant is being augmented by construction of a 27 MLD WTP and the same will be commissioned by May 2018.

After relaying of pipeline the water supply scheme to Kadamba Plateau is expected to be commissioned latest by June 2018 for public distribution of treated water as informed by the executive Engineer –III, PWD.